Villa Sonia - Lastra a Signa, Florence, Tuscany

Villa Sonia
Villa Sonia is a splendid Bed & Breakfast villa surrounded by the wonderful Tuscan rolling hills in the Sonia estate. This beautiful villa
dates back to 1800 and is composed of farmhouses and peaceful gardens. The `I Mori` farm owned by the same family spreads and extends
all around the villa. Its grapevines, olive groves, vegetable gardens and orchards ensure our guests the delicious food characteristic of our
tasty, genuine restaurant. You can enjoy a complete vacation in a splendid villa nestled in the Florentine hills or in the elegantly renovated
farmhouses on the Villa Sonia estate; discovering the flavors of Tuscan tradition and the charming medieval villages surrounding the city of
Florence. small medieval towns like Lastra a Signa or Ginestra Fiorentina surrounds the estate. It is just 15 km from the historical city of
florence. At a 20 minute drive from the villa, is Vinci, the birthplace of Leonardo da Vinci, the greatest genius of the Italian Renaissance.
The interesting Museo Leonardiano in Vinci contains a rich collection of machines and models designed by the great Tuscan scientist, like
the spectacular parachute and many designs for unfinished projects. Villa Sonia offers areas that can be used to hold meetings, small
conventions and congresses, courses, seminars, professional encounters and reunions plus all the technical instruments needed to
guarantee the success of your event. An ideal solution for personalized conventions, seminars and corporate meetings. We are at your
complete disposal to proposes full package offers that can be adapted to your specific needs: meeting halls or areas, refreshments, hotel
accommodations and entertainment. Participants at conventions will appreciate the pleasant Tuscan environment, the cities and towns
nearby that are ideal for brief excursions, a qualified hotel facility and the proverbial hospitality that is the distinctive trait of all Fabbrica
delle Vacanze personnel. The estate sleeps totally 102 pax in 39 bedroom, 4 Junior Suites and 6 Apartments with 49 bathrooms. The once
estate`s wine cellar is now the splendid cuisine of the estate. Guest`s can enjoy and discover the typical flavors of the Tuscan tradition of
fine wines and dining. We can also arrange for your special events like Banquets and Wedding dinners here on the estate. Villa Sonia also
puts two outdoor pools with chaise
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Information
Location
Bedrooms
Sleeps:18
Total Bedrooms : 9
Single Rooms: 2
Sofa Beds : 9
Bathrooms
Total Bathrooms: 9
Location & facilities
Town/Places: Lastra a Signa
Area : Via Maremmana 11,50055,LASTRA A
SIGNA
Country : Italy
Property Type : None
Surface Area : Florence
Property View : 13
Features & Accessories

Rates per room per night inclusive of VAT. Apartment rates do not include
breakfast. Pet allowed only in apartment and standard rooms: 10.00 euro
for journey (same price for rooms and apartment) Apartment: weekly price
per apartment included final cleaning, linen, heating, electricity and water.
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